Archangels
28 November 2017
A reader asks:
Can you do a more detailed reading on the Archangels and what their authority and scope of
power is? I was under the impression they didn't exist from reading various paranormal authors.
By the way, a question: Is the word properly pronounced "Ark-Angels" or Arch Angels?

?
I suggested specific reader questions but so far, none've been offered. (That's really bad spelling,
I know.) No matter, off we go . . .
Q:
Esteemed Committee, please educate us about Archangels.
C:
Greetings, salutations and welcoming to all on this day of twenty two, a master number
as the analysis says it is.
No education need any of you, simply a reminder. Familiar are you all with these beings, and
familiar with you are they.
Archangels are the support staff of mankind, the understructure and foundations. They have the
role of coordination and organization when conflicts, discrepancies and incongruence occur.
They are the safety valve of human will.
No life plan and contract operates for your soul as does with your human lives, and much of the
interaction among yourselves is done also much as this happens between humans. From the place
of your life agreement, which contains many other souls, there arise needs for decisions and
changes. What one soul plans for another is what another plans for the one; A to B as B to A.
Introduce C and decisions inside free will of A and or B and or C, and a decision might be
required.

Your sleep and dreams are the place and platform for resolving these things, where the majority
are decided. This is the main reason you must sleep, and why deficient amounts cause so many
physical life problems. You must review your files, interact with your friends, play and ponder as
you always have and will. It is during these moments when adjustments are agreed.
Sometimes too many adjustments are required and a choice must be made. At some points this
step requires creating a disappointment and setback. Archangels volunteer to shoulder the burden
of creating the inevitable disappointment a choice can involve, and selflessly offer this sacrifice.
Q:
Why does an archangel have to make the choice?
C:
Authority. Your Guardians and Guides have limited ability to affect the life agreements
and courses of other souls, just as others are limited in their ability to affect yours. Many life
decisions, events and occurrences draw a number of souls outside the envisioned scope of the
plan.
Archangels review and offer a suggestion, nearly always accepted.
Q:
The word arch suggests over.
C:
Archangels are support arches; they distribute the load, burden and weight of the many
things above, things they choose to hold up and over themselves.
Q:
Humans also say ark-angels, an ark being a boat.
C:
The same word really, for they are the same thing with or without water. The boat
supporting its occupants, the arches a bridge.
Q:
We humans often prefer the view of authority and power, and perceive this in an
archangel.
C:
Archangels have only the authority placed in them by the confidence and trust of the
askers, as each request is made. They have no authority to intervene and never do. They add their
input, explanation and suggestion. Their view, wisdom and understanding are vast and
appreciated.
Just as a human appreciates a doctor; who also has no ability to interfere unless requested.
Q:
The reader refers to paranormal authors. I enjoy this term but shudder to think I might be
included in such a group. I don't think I'm qualified but still, I find the term curious; what about
an archangel is paranormal?
C:
The same as what is para-anything involving beliefs; they exist upon the proof a believer
is prepared to accept. Your human condition involves sight, touch, smell, sound and taste. The
sensations of temperature, hunger, pain, wind and so forth. So easy is it to allow these physical
sensations to mask the existence of others, and to demand proof be translated.
Do speakers of English successfully demand all others use their language in their presence?
Involuntary pressure to conform is always more expensive, more costly to the demander if
seemingly more convenient in the near term. Short convenience always involves long burden
where the nature is not voluntary from both sides.
This word paranormal is but another example of your human terms such as arson matches,
graffiti paint, murder hammers and assault weapons. The attempt to classify and categorize
perceptions according to the learned preferences of the word's user.

There is no such thing as a paranormal author but inside the perception of the word's user.
Q:
C:

How do archangels get the job?
They apply for it.

Q:
C:

Who approves them?
There is no approval; no angel volunteers unless qualified.

Q:
What's the difference between an angel and an archangel? How about a soul that does
not have the role of angel?
C:
Angels work with one or several souls, with the authority the soul or souls grant them or,
more often the authority an angel is prepared to accept. Souls often offer more than an angel
ultimately takes on, and may ask others to join the scrum to take on aspects of delegated
authority a soul wishes to grant. Thus you have, as a human, revolving teams of angels. Your
core guides and guardians remain with you always, at least one for everyone, however this is
rare.
Archangels come as required.
Q:
Are Archangels assigned to teams, districts, precincts, prefectures, provinces or some
grouping on Earth?
C:
Yes however these are flexible. As need and activity requires, cases and decisions are
moved from archangel to archangel if needed.
Q:
Who makes the decision to transfer a case?
C:
The Archangels make the suggestions and the Guardians and Guides consider, then
choose and often in conjunction with the soul in question.
Q:
We humans have no idea this happens; why?
C:
You would cease to be human. You have chosen a human experience precisely because
of the separation and unawareness of your soul's place in your home. We add that you never
leave your home, it only seems this way. Inclusion of your Guardian Guides and Archangels
would undermine your experience.
Q:
Yet we know about them, which seems to lead there.
C:
It does not, your knowledge and awareness of your Guides does not control them to the
point where you upend your agreement and plan. You choose to be unaware or aware but never
to interact. The very human desire for proof, evidence and a translation into one of the physical
body's senses, is itself proof of the effectiveness of your journey. The biggest skeptics are the
greatest supporters of the very thing doubted.
Q:
C:

Do Archangels ever serve as Guardian Angels?
Yes, of course.

Q:
C:

Vice versa?
Yes, of course.

Q:
Can a soul incarnated as a human be a veteran Guardian Angel or Archangel, or later
become one?

C:

Yes, to both.

Q:
Is there a hierarchy of Archangels? Ranks and roles, differing levels of authority? Is
there a Guardian Angel review board, a homologation committee or a Board of Directors to
oversee certification and licensing?
C:
Rare is it that we laugh out loud at a question, so we thank you for the chance to have
done so now. No is the answer to all your questions. There can become involved many
Archangels, souls who do not serve as a direct Guardian Angel accomplice, and these come to
the party as the party goers choose.
Q:
Are there levels, ranks and a command structure?
C:
As each situation might require it, yes. Each structure is created and staffed by the
population which benefits from its service.
Q:
This seems like a cantankerous, inefficient method.
C:
Against the illusion of time, it is. Where there is no time, there is always sufficient time.
Fitness of purpose and outcome are the goal, efficiency is not a consideration caused by
constraint of ticking clocks and approaching numbers which will always repeat.
Q:
Do decisions ever go to the Universal Court, i.e. to God?
C:
All of you are God so the answer is yes and no. Do you all collectively consider the
details, merits, arguments and positions of each case before Archangels? Of course not, yet the
existence of Guardian Angel Guides, Archangels and all manner of groups, Committees and
Boards composed of them, results from the collective of all of you, so yes.
Q:
I imagine the human view of a supreme leader causes us to transpose - juxtapose? - this
perspective or angle onto Heaven.
C:
Yes, and it is more evidence of your success as humans. You see in all things what you
believe are all things. You must believe that your surroundings are limited, for them to be
effective to your purpose as a human. The challenge humanity faces is the agreement and
knowledge among humans as to what the limits involve. Religion has been created to push the
understanding beyond the physical senses without betraying the effects and use of the senses.
Q:
What do Archangels resemble, any old Angel?
C:
We laugh again and offer thanks anew. There is no old or young Angel where there is no
time and all are as they choose to appear, considering always the understanding of the human
viewer upon seeing Angels for a first time. Angels, arch- and nonarch-, may appear in any
manner chosen, to any spirit, any soul, any being or any human. There is no rule, requirement or
restriction.
Q:
There is no huge headdress or headgear like a Pope's, no staff, scepter or sword, no
beard, robes or ray guns?
C:
No, unless the Archangel wishes to have them.
Q:
Is The Committee a group of Archangels?
C:
Most decidedly we are not. Mere Guardian Angels of yours are we, and friends of your
friends, nothing more.
Q:
C:

Do and or have my situations come before any Archangels?
Yes, and with greater incidence since you have begun writing.

Q:
I hope the outcomes of the appealed cases have been good?
C:
There is no good or bad but from the human view and human created definitions of good
and bad. The results of cases appealed have been beneficial in all instances. If beneficial
according to popular human preference is added, we say, not always.
Q:
Will Archangels appear before a human who asks her or his Guides for this? Or should
the Archangel be asked directly?
C:
Either may be asked and the answer is almost always no. Archangels are often too shy,
concerned for your impression of your Guardians and Guides, whom they consider far more
significant to you, for they and we are.
You do not often require your insurance agent's boss' boss' boss' boss' supervisor to contact you.
You require a good outcome. The supports sustain the bridge or boat silently.
Q:
C:

Do Archangels have names?
The ones given to them yes.

Q:
C:

Gender?
No.

Q:
C:

Experience as incarnated beings?
Often.

Q:
Which job is more important, Guardian Angel or Archangel?
C:
Both and none, as circumstances determine. We selfishly say, Guardian Angel, because
the good course of a life plan falls upon them in ways it never can, upon an Archangel.
Q:
How many Archangels are assigned to either temporary or full time Earth duty at the
moment?
C:
Approximately half the number of souls incarnated. There are approximately four
Guardian Angel Guides for each of you upon Earth, so the proportion is about 8:1, however at
least half are invoked in only a few cases, so the active and working proportion is less than 30:1
and often 50:1 or higher.
Q:
Do Guardian Angels or Archangels attached to or volunteering for Earth duty to guide,
follow and assist us humans, ever go to other planets and assist other beings?
C:
Yes, most often the Archangels. Guardian Angel Guides far less and in a third of the
cases, never, they stay close to their charge.
Q:
Do you The Committee always stay by my side?
G:
(Gabrianna) I do, however Matthew and Herman sometimes visit elsewhere when you
are deep asleep and dreaming yourself, and finished with them if and when you might choose to
meet. Awake we three are always with you. We are not usually by your side, we are often above
you, behind you and sometimes under you. This is especially when you are aboard aircraft.
Q:
C:

Do you three have favorite Archangels?
Yes.

Q:

Do you choose them, for the as needed cases?

C:

We suggest, you choose.

Q:
C:

When was the last time I referred a case to them?
Early Sunday morning two days ago.

Q:
C:

Can any human become an Archangel?
Yes, many soul veterans of Earth human or animal incarnation have also served this role.

Q:
C:

Are there dedicated Archangels, who never incarnate and never serve as a direct GAG?
Yes.

Q:
C:

Esteemed Committee, thank you.
Welcome are you and to all for whom these words have come. Be well and return.

